
6.2 Chemical Process Information

Failures associated with PFPE oil and PFPE oil recovery is evaluated in the Integrated Safety
Analysis.

6.2.1.2.2 Chemical Traps - Activated Carbon, Aluminum Oxide, and Sodium Fluoride

Adsorption is the attraction of gas molecules to the surface of an activated solid. There are two
classifications of adsorption: physical and chemical. At ordinary temperatures, adsorption is
usually caused by molecular forces rather than by the formation of chemical bonds. In this type
of adsorption, called physical adsorption, very little heat is evolved. If a chemical reaction takes
place between the gas and the solid surface, the process is known as chemisorption. In
chemisorption the reaction between surface and gas molecules occurs in a stoichiometric
manner, and heat is liberated during the reaction.

Chemisorption is used in the removal of UF6 and HF from gaseous effluent streams. It is also
used to remove oil mist from vacuum pumps operating upstream of gaseous effluent ventilation
systems. Adsorbent materials are placed on stationary beds in chemical traps downstream of
the various cold traps. These materials capture HF and the trace amounts of UF6 that escape
desublimation during feed purification or during venting of residual UF6 contained in hoses
and/or piping that is bled down before disconnection.

The chemical traps are placed in series downstream of the cold traps in the exhaust streams to
the GEVS and may include one or more of a series of two different types of chemical traps. The
first type of trap contains a charge of activated carbon to capture the small amounts of UF6 that
escape desublimation. Since chemisorption is a pressure sensitive process, HF is not fully
adsorbed on carbon at low pressures. This necessitates a second type of trap containing a
charge of aluminum oxide (A1203) to remove HF from the gaseous effluent stream. One or
more of a series of these traps is used depending on the process system being served. LBDCR

Additionally, an oil Garbeii-trap is present on the inlet of the vacuum pumps which discharge to 11-0007

the GEVS to prevent any of the pump oil from migrating back into the UF6 cold traps.

Chemisorption of UF6 on activated carbon evolves considerable thermal energy. This is not
normally a problem in the chemical traps downstream of the cold traps because very little UF6
escapes desublimation. If multiple equipment failures and/or operator errors occur, significant
quantities of UF6 could enter the chemical traps containing activated carbon. This could cause
significant overheating leading to release. Failures associated with the carbon traps were
evaluated in the Integrated Safety Analysis.

Activated carbon cannot be used in the Contingency Dump System because the relatively high
UF6 flow rates during this non-routine operation could lead to severe overheating. A chemical
traplcontaining sodium fluoride (NaF) is installed in the contingency dump flow path to trap UF6.
NaF is used because the heat of UF6 chemisorption on NaF is significantly lower than the heat
of UF6 chemisorption on activated carbon. Failures associated with the NaF traps were
evaluated in the integrated safety analysis.

There are no specific concerns with heat of adsorption of either UF6 or HF with A1203. Failures
associated with the aluminum oxide traps were evaluated in the Integrated Safety Analysis.

The properties of these chemical adsorbents are provided in Table 6.2-1, Properties of
Chemical Adsorbents.
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6.2 Chemical Process Information

238 (238U), approximately 0.0058 W/o, 0.711 w/, and 99.28 w/, respectively. 235U, unlike 238U, is
fissile and can sustain a nuclear chain reaction. Light water nuclear power plants (the type in
the United States) normally operate on fuel containing between 2 W/, and 5 W/o 

235U (low-
enriched uranium); therefore, before natural uranium is used in uranium fuel for light water
reactors it undergoes "enrichment."

In performing this enrichment, the NEF will receive and enrich natural uranium hexafluoride
(UF6) feed. The isotopes are separated in gas centrifuges arranged in arrays called cascades.

This process will result in the natural UF6 being mechanically separated into two streams: (1) a
product stream which is selectable up to the LES license limit in isotopea-maxiq l, 235U 'LBDCR-

en•etwmen , and (2) a tails stream which is depleted to low percentages of 235U (0.32 W/o, on 11-0030

average). No chemical reaction occurs during enrichment. Other processes at the plant include
product blending, homogenizing and liquid sampling to ensure compliance with customer
requirements and to ensure a quality product.

The enrichment process is comprised of the following major systems:

* UF6 Feed System
* Cascade System
* Product Take-Off System
" Tails Take-Off System
* Product Blending System
* Product Liquid Sampling System.

UF6 is delivered to the plant in ANSI N14.1 standard Type 48Y international transit cylinders,
which are placed in a feed station and connected to the plant via a common manifold. Heated
air is circulated around the cylinder to sublime UF6 gas from the solid phase. The gas is flow
controlled through a pressure control system for distribution to the cascade system at
subatmospheric pressure.

Individual centrifuges are not able to produce the desired product and tails concentration in a
single step. They are therefore grouped together in series and in parallel to form arrays known
as cascades. A typical cascade is comprised of many centrifuges.

UF6 is drawn through cascades with vacuum pumps and compressed to a higher
subatmospheric pressure at which it can desublime in the receiving cylinders. Highly reliable
UF6 resistant pumps will be used for transferring the process gas.

Tails material and product material are desublimed at separate chilled take-off stations. Tails
material is desublimed into 48Y cylinders. Product material is desublimed into 30B cylinders.

With the exception of liquid sampling operations, the entire enrichment process operates at
subatmospheric pressure. This safety feature helps ensure that releases of UF6 or HF are
minimized because leakage would typically be inward to the system. During sampling
operations, UF6 is liquefied within an autoclave which provides the heating required to
homogenize the material for sampling. The autoclave is a rated pressure vessel which serves
as secondary containment for the UF6 product cylinders while the UF6 is in a liquid state.
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6.3 Chemical Hazards Analysis

protective action to escape a release area upon detecting any significant HF odor. (See
and flee)

* Other facilities have successfully assumed that the gas hemisphere radius expands at a
rate of 1 m/s and the receptor (facility worker) walks away from the release point at 1 m/s
within the cloud. This assumption is supported by the Society of Fire Protection Engineers
which reference:
o 1.27 m/s (250 ft/min) for minimum crowd conditions, and
o 1.02 m/s (200 ft/min) for moderate crowd conditions for fire evacuation.
Workers in restricted areas could evacuate at a faster rate, putting themselves ahead of
the leading edge of the expanding cloud or minimizing exposure during evacuation even if
they evacuate in the direction of the plume. At a speed of 1 m/s, facility workers originally
at the release point are outside the immediate area of the release (i.e., 1.5 m radius) in
less than 2 seconds, and are accurately classified as facility workers for consequence
assessments. (Worker evacuation speed)

* Consistent with the Safety Evaluation Report for the NEF, Appendix A (Reference 9), a
time weighted average (TWA) of dose or exposure is acceptable to calculate
consequences to the workers in the room. The use of the TWA concept combined with the
other concepts discussed here demonstrated that the risk of exposure is minimal to the
facility worker that causes the release. For example, at the intermediate consequence
threshold of 78 mg/m 3 HF, the TWA contribution of the former "local worker" 10-second
exposure over 2.5 minutes is merely 5.2 mg/m 3 HF (78 mg/m 3 HF x 10 sec/1 50 sec).
(Time weighted average)

" Consequence methodology applies the 10-minute AEGL limits for the facility worker.
These limits are 10-minute exposures that are applied to the 2.5-minute exposure;
therefore, there is a built-in conservatism that applies to all consequence analysis. The
conservatism is due to the more stringent AEGL values for 10-minute exposure being
applied to the shorter 2.5-minute facility worker exposure. (AEGL 1 0-min limit)

lRoFS3he administratively limits exposure by equiring Woreri antisn to evacuate the area(s) of
ponceripin the event of a release ti ensure worker consideren of inhalation of uansiuc
material and HF is low. Maagement measures previde reasonable assurance that IRthFS39r
will beran effcethe ontrol when rtequired. Implementation of !RsFiS3@e through an appreved
prchedure ensures that worke s will respond peraptly to any chemoial release and t
imredfate action to avoid eVer exposures.

Another assumption made in conducting consequence severity analysis is that for releases
precipitated by a fire event, only public exposure was considered in determining consequence
severity; worker exposures were not considered. The worker is assumed to evacuate the area
of concern once the fire is detected by the worker. Fires of sufficient magnitude to generate
chemical/radiological release must either have caused failure of a mechanical
system/component or involve substantive combustibles containing uranic content. In either
case, the space would be untenable for unprotected workers. Sufficient time is available for
the worker to reliably detect and evacuate the area of concern prior to any release. Fire
brigade/fire department members responding to emergencies are required by emergency
response procedure (and regulation) to have suitable respiratory and personal protective
equipment.

LBDCR-
11-0007
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6.6 Chapter 6 Tables

Table 6.1-2 Separations Building Modules

Chemical/Product Inventory by Location Netes

Name Formula Physical UBC Storage UF6 Handling Cascade Halls Second Floor Blending and 1, 2ad
State Pad (outdoor) - Area Process Services Liquid Sampling 3

sSee Notes 3, 5 Area Area
(EachAll SBMe)

See Note 4 (All-SBMs)See
See Note 2 Note 1

Uranium UF6  Solid 1.972.46 E8 kg 4.00042 E5 kg 9,108 kg 4-
hexafluoride

(4.344.76 E8 Ib) (8.829.32 E5 lb) (20,079 lb)

Uranium UF6  Liquid 2,277 kg 4
hexafluoride

(5,020 Ib)

Uranium UF6 Gas piping SBM-1 001 SBM-1 001 3 kg (6.6 Ib)
hexafluoride 128256 kg/hall 13.8 kg/hall

(28266 lb/hall) (30.4 lb/hall)

SBM-1 003 SBM-1 003
TBD kg/hall TBD kg/hall
(TBD lb/hall) (TBD lb/hall)

Hydrogen HF gas Piping (trace)
fluoride

Notes:
1. The Blending and Liquid Sampling Area can have up to 2 (30B) cylinders in donor stations and 2 (30B) cylinders in receiver stations. One (30B)

cylinder can be present in each liquid sampling autoclaves and will be in various physical states depending on sampling in progress.
2. For one assay in the UF6 Handling Area thenivwet-i maximum estimated operational inventory (5 feed [48Y], 11 tails [48Y], and 5 product

[30B] cylinders.
3. The UBC Storage Pad is located outside of and detached from the Separations Building.
4. Normal estimated operational inventory in piping. Gas flows in piping routed from the UF6 Handling Area to the Cascade Halls and

back. The Process Services Area contains the main manifolds and valve stations.

LBDCR-
11-0007

LBDCR-
11-0007

LBDCR-
11-0007
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6.6 Chapter 6 Tables

5. Not to exceed Material License Condition 8.A for natural and depleted uranium,. of 136,120,000 kg U 1LBDCR-
11-0030
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6.6 Chapter 6 Tables

Table 6.3-4 ERPG and AEGL values for Uranium Hexafluoride (as soluble U)

ERPG and AEGL Values For UF6 (values in mg soluble U/m3)

ERPG AEGL

1-hr 10-min 30-min 1-hr 4-hr 8-hr

ERPG-1 3.4 AEGL-1 2.4 2.4 2.4 NR NR

ERPG-2 10 AEGL-2 19 13 6.5 1.6 0.8

ERPG-3 20 AEGL-3 146 49 24 6.1 3.1

Table 6.3-5 Definition of Consequence Severity Categories

High Consequence Intermediate Consequence
(Category 3) (Category 2)

Worker >100 rem TEDE >25 rem TEDE
AcuteRadiological Environment (Outside _
RDiooga Restricted Area)
Doses I____________

Outside Controlled Area >25 rem TEDE >5 rem TEDE

Worker nt-appliable* not applliable*

Acute Environment (Outside > 5.4 mg U/m3

Radiological Restricted Area) (24-hr average)
Exposure - r ia

Outside Controlled Area >30 mg U intake

Worker >146 mg U/m3; >19 mg U/M3;

Acute Chemical > 139 mg HF/m3  >78 mg HF/mi3

Exposure Environment (Outside *

Restricted Area)

Outside Controlled Area >13 mg U/m3; >2.4 mg U/m3;
(30-min exposure) >28 mg HF/m 3 >0.8 mg HF/m 3

LBDCR-
11-0007

LBDCR-
11-0007

LBDCR-
11-0007

* - Not a 10 CFR 70.61 performance requirement.

Table 6.3-6 Health Effects from Intake of Soluble Uranium

Health Effects Uranium Intake (mg) by 70 kg Person

50% Lethality 230

Threshold for Intake Resulting in Permanent 40
Renal Damage

Threshold for Intake Resulting in No Significant 10
Acute Effects

No Effect 4.3
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7.1 Fire Safety Management Measures

7.1 Fire Safety Management Measures

Fire safety management measures establish the fire protection policies for the site. The
objectives of the fire safety program are to prevent fires from starting and to detect, control, and
extinguish those fires that do occur. The fire protection organization and fire protection systems
at the NEF provide protection against fires and explosions based on the structures, systems,
and components (SSC) and defense-in-depth practices described in this chapter.

7.1.1 Fire Protection IROFS

IROFS associated with fire protection are specified in the NEF Integrated Safety Analysis
Summary.

7.1.2 Management Policy and Direction

Louisiana Energy Services (LES) is committed to ensuring that the IROFS, as identified in the
ISA Summary, are available and reliable, and that the facility maintains fire safety awareness
among employees, controls transient ignition sources and combustibles, and maintains a
readiness to extinguish or limit the consequences of fire. The facility maintains fire safety
awareness among employees through its General Employee Training Program. The training
program is described in Chapter 11, Management Measures.

The responsibility for fire protection rests with the Health, Safety and Environmental Manager
who reports directly to the Vlice PresidentDirector of Compliance.Gene.al Counsel. The Health, LBDCR-

Safety and Environmental Manager is assisted by the Fire Protection Officer. Fire protection 11-0031
engineering support is provided by the Engineering Manager. The personnel qualification
requirements for the Plant Support Di.re..•Encieerinn Mana qer and the Fire Protection Officer I11-003
are presented in Chapter 2, Organization and Administration.

The Fire Protection Officer is trained in the field of fire protection and has practical day-to-day
fire safety experience at nuclear facilities. The Fire Protection Officer is responsible for the
following:

* Fire protection program and procedural requirements
" Fire safety considerations
* Maintenance, surveillance, and quality of the facility fire protection features
* Review of design changes and training programs as they relate to fire protection
* Documentation and record keeping as they relate to fire protection
* Fire prevention activities (i.e., administrative controls and training)
• Fire brigade organization and training
* Pre-fire planning.

The facility maintains a Safety Review Committee (SRC) that reports to the Plant Manager. The
SRC performs the function of a fire safety review committee. The SRC provides technical and
administrative review and audit of plant operations including facility modifications to ensure that
fire safety concerns are addressed.
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7.6 References

Edition of Codes, Standards, NRC Documents, etc that are not listed below are given in ISAS
Table 3.0-1.

CFR, 2003a, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 70.62, Safety program and integrated
safety analysis, 2003.

CFR, 2003b, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 70.22, Contents of applications,
2003.

CFR, 2003c, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 70.65, Additional content of
applications, 2003.

CFR, 2003d, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 70.61, Performance requirements,
2003.

CFR, 2003e.,Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 70.64, Requirements for new facilities
or new processes at existing facilities, 2003.

NRC, 1995, NRC Staff Technical Position on Fire Protection for Fuel Cycle Facilities, Generic
Letter 95-01, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1995.

ASME B18.6.4-1998 (R2005), "Thread Forming and thread Cutting Tapping Screws and Metallic
Drive Screws - Inch"

ASTM A653 / A653M-01, Standard Specification for Steel Sheet, Zinc Coated (Galvanized) or LBDCR-

Zinc Iron Alloy Coated (Galvannealed) by Hot Dip Process 11-0035

ASTM A924 -A924M - 10a, Standard Specification for General Requirements for Steel Sheet,

Metallic-Coated by the Hot-Dip Process

ASTM E84, 2001, Test Method For Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Material.

ASTM E 119, 2000, Standard Test Methods for Fire tests of Building Construction and Materials.

ASTM E814, 2002, Standard test Method for Fire test of Through-Penetration Fire Stops.

FF-S-325, "Federal Specification: Shield, Expansion: Nail, Expansion: And Nail, Drive Screw
(Devices, Anchoring, Masonry)"

LBDCR-

ICC-ES Evaluation Report ESR-1 671, "Tapcon with Advanced Threadform Technology Anchors" 11-0035

NFPA 80, 1999, Standard for Fire Doors and Fire Windows.

NFPA 80A, 1993, Exterior Fire Exposures.

NFPA 90A, 2002, Standard for the Installation of Air Conditioning and Ventilating Systems.

NFPA 221, 1997, Standard for Fire Walls and Fire Barrier Walls.
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NFPA 251, 1995, Standard Methods of Tests of Fire Endurance of Building Construction and
Materials.

NFPA 252, 1999, Standard Methods of Fire Tests of Door Assemblies.

NFPA 801, 2003, Standard for Fire Protection for Facilities Handling Radioactive Materials.

SAE J933, "Mechanical and Quality Requirements for Tapping Screws, "Augqust 1, 2005 LBDCR-

11-0035

UL Fire Resistance Directory, 2000 or later.

UL 1 OB, 1997, Standard for Safety Fire Tests of Door Assemblies

UL 555, 1999, Standard for Safety Fire Dampers

NFPA 220, 1999, Standard on Types of Building Construction

International Building Code, 2003, (as amended by the New Mexico Commercial Building Code)
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11.2 Maintenance

11.2.6.3 IROFS Preoperational Functional Testing

Preoperational Functional Tests are completed prior to UF6 introduction into an SSC to which
the particular IROFS applies.

The IROFS Preoperational Functional Test Plan is available to the NRC prior to the start of
testing. Revisions to the Preoperational Functional Test Plan are also made available to the
NRC. Preoperational Functional Testing as a minimum includes all system or component tests
required by the pertinent design code which were not performed by the constructor prior to
turnover. In addition, preoperational tests include all testing necessary to demonstrate that the
IROFS are capable of performing their intended function.

Preoperational Functional Testing is conducted to determine facility parameters and to verify
the capability of IROFS SSCs to meet performance requirements.

The overall Preoperational Functional Testing program is reviewed, prior to initial UF6
introduction, by the Plant Manager and all affected Functional Area Managers to ensure that all
prerequisite testing is complete.

11.2.6.4 IROFS Operational Functional Testing

The Operational Testing program consists of periodic testing and special testing. Periodic
testing is conducted at the facility to monitor various facility parameters and to verify the
continuing integrity and capability of facility IROFS. Special testing which may be conducted at
the facility is testing which does not fall under any other testing program and is of a non-
recurring nature.

The Maintenance Manager has overall responsibility for the development and conduct of the
Operational Functional Testing program and in conjunction with the Shift Operations Manager
and the Licensing Manager ensures that all testing commitments and applicable regulatory
requirements are met.

The Health, Safety, and Environmental Manager and Plant Suppoa-Director of Compliance shall I11-003
ensure that new surveillance requirements or testing commitments are identified to the
Maintenance Manager. The Maintenance Manager assigns responsibility for new testing
requirements.

Surveillance requirements and procedures are identified and responsibility assigned to complete
these requirements within specified intervals.

Operations Shift Managers or designees are also used for operational testing. The Operations
Shift Managers or designee has the responsibility to be thoroughly familiar with the SSCs and
the procedure(s) used for testing.

The Operations Shift Managers or designees have the following responsibilities regarding the
conduct of testing:

A. Verification of all system and facility prerequisites
B. Observance of all limits and precautions during the conduct of the test
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11.3 Training and Qualifications

A. Personnel access procedures ensure the completion of nuclear safety training prior to
permitting unescorted access into the Controlled Access Area.

B. Training sessions covering criticality safety, radiation protection and emergency
procedures are conducted on a regular basis to accommodate new employees or those
attending continuing training. Topics covered in these sessions depend upon the job
responsibilities and include the following - when applicable to the job responsibility:
* Notices, reports and instructions to workers
* Practices designed to keep radiation exposures ALARA
" Methods of controlling radiation exposures
* Contamination control methods (including decontamination)
" Use of monitoring equipment
* Emergency procedures and actions
* Nature and sources of radiation
* Safe use of chemicals
* Biological effects of radiation
* Use of personnel monitoring devices
" Principles of nuclear criticality safety
* Risk to pregnant females
" Radiation protection practices
" Protective clothing
* Respiratory protection
* Personnel surveys.
Criticality safety training shall be in accordance with ANSI/ANS-8.19 and ANSI/ANS-
8.20.
Individuals attending these sessions must pass an initial examination covering the
training contents to assure the understanding and effectiveness of the training. The
effectiveness of the training programs is also evaluated by audits and assessments of
operations and maintenance personnel responsible for following the requirements
related to the topics listed above.
Newly hired or transferred employees reporting for work prior to the next regularly
scheduled training session must complete nuclear safety training prior to unescorted
access into the Controlled Access Area.
Since contractor employees perform diverse tasks in the Controlled Access Area,
training for these employees is designed to address the type of work they perform. In
addition to applicable radiation safety topics, training contents may include Radiation
Work Permits, special bioassay sampling, and special precautions for welding, cutting,
and grinding in the Controlled Access Area.
These training programs are conducted by instructors assigned by the Training ad LBDCR-

Suppo.t S•rn"i's Manager as having the necessary knowledge to address criticality 11-0031

safety and radiation protection. Records of the training programs are maintained as
described in Section 11.7, "Records Management."

C. Individuals requiring unescorted access to the Controlled Access Area receive annual
continuing training.
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11.3 Training and Qualifications

D. Contents of the nuclear safety training programs and the radiation protection programs
are reviewed and updated through curriculum meetings at least every two years. These
safety training programs curriculum meetings is are-chaired by the Plant Support LBDCR-

Director, or designee. The radiation protection programs curriculum meeting is chaired 11-0031

by the Director of Compliance, or designee.
E. Operational personnel are further instructed in the specific safety requirements of their

work assignments by qualified personnel during on-the-job training. Employees must
demonstrate understanding of work assignment requirements based on observations by
qualified personnel before working without direct supervision. Changes to work
procedures including safety requirements are reviewed with operational personnel by
their immediate supervisor or delegate.

11.3.3.1.2 Fire Brigade Training

The primary purpose of the Fire Brigade Training Program is to develop a group of facility
employees skilled in fire prevention, fire fighting techniques, first aid procedures, and
emergency response. They are trained and equipped to function as a team for the fighting of
fires. The intent of the facility fire brigade is to be a first response effort designed to supplement
the local fire department for fires at the plant. The facility fire brigade is not intended to replace
local fire fighters.

The Fire Brigade Training Program provides for initial training of all new fire brigade members,
semi-annual classroom training and drills, annual practical training, and leadership training for
fire brigade leaders.

11.3.3.2 Technical Training

Technical training is designed, developed and implemented to assist facility employees in
gaining an understanding of applicable fundamentals, procedures, and practices related to
IROFS. Also, technical training is used to develop manipulative skills necessary to perform
assigned work related to IROFS. Technical training consists of four segments:

* Initial Training
* On-the-Job Training and Qualifications
* Continuing Training
* Special Training.

11.3.3.2.1 Initial Training

Initial job training is designed to provide an understanding of the fundamentals, basic principles,
and procedures involved in work related to IROFS that an employee is assigned. This training
may consist of, but is not limited to, live lectures, taped and filmed lectures, self-guided study,
demonstrations, laboratories and workshops and on-the-job training.

Certain new employees or employees transferred from other sections within the facility may be
partially or wholly qualified by reason of previous applicable training or experience. The extent
of further training for these employees is determined by applicable regulations, performance in
review sessions, comprehensive examinations, or other techniques designed to identify the
employee's present level of ability.
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11.8 Other QA Elements

11.8 Other QA Elements

The QA Program and its supporting manuals, procedures and instructions are applicable to
items and activities designated as QA Level 1, 1 Graded, QA Level 1-Fire Protection (QL-1 F),
2AC, and 2.

The ViGe PresidentDirector of Compliance!General Counsel is responsible for developing and 11-0031

revising the QA Program and assuring it is in compliance with applicable regulations, codes and
standards.

The QA Program specifies mandatory requirements for performing activities affecting quality
and is set forth in procedures which are distributed on a controlled basis to organizations and
individuals responsible for quality. Revisions to these procedures are also distributed on a
controlled basis. Applicable portions of the QA Program are documented, approved and
implemented prior to undertaking an activity.

A management assessment of the QA program is performed at least six months prior to
scheduled receipt of licensed material on the site. Items identified as needing completion or
modification are entered into the CAP and corrective action completed before scheduled receipt
of licensed material. LES Management monitors the QA program prior to this initial
management assessment through project review meetings and annual assessments. This
management assessment along with integrated schedules and program review meetings ensure
that the QA program is in place and effective prior to receiving licensed material.

The LES QA program for design, construction, and preoperational testing continues
simultaneously with the QA program for the operational phase while construction activities are in
progress.

Anyone may propose changes to the QA Program supporting manuals and procedures. When
reviewed by the Vice PresidentDirector of Compliance/General Counsel and found acceptable I 1D-0
and compatible with applicable requirements, guidelines and LES policy, the changes may be
implemented. The QA Program and supporting manuals and procedures are reviewed
periodically to ensure they are in compliance with applicable regulations, codes, and standards.
New or revised regulations, codes, and standards are reviewed for incorporation into the QA
Program and supporting manuals and procedures as necessary.

Personnel performing activities covered by the QA program shall perform work in accordance
with approved procedures, and must demonstrate suitable proficiency in their assigned tasks.
Formal training programs are established for quality assurance policies, requirements,
procedures, and methods. Ongoing training is provided to ensure continuing proficiency as
procedural requirements change. New employees are required to attend a QA indoctrination
class on authority, organization, policies, manuals, and procedures.

Additional formal training is conducted in specific topics such as NRC regulations and guidance,
procedures, auditing, and applicable codes and standards. Supplemental training is performed
as required. On-the-job training is performed by the employee's supervisor in QA area-specific
procedures and requirements. Training records are maintained for each person performing
quality-related job functions.
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11.8 Other QA Elements

The Vice President - Operations and Chief Nuclear Officer and President assesses the scope,
status, adequacy and regulatory compliance of the QA Program through regular meetings and
correspondence with the Vice PFesidentDirector of Compliance/General Counsel and the LES
QA organization. Additionally, LES QA, through the Vice PreidentDirector of LBDCR-

CompliancelGeneral Counsel, periodically informs the LES Plant Manager or President of 110031

quality concerns that need management resolution.

LES participates in the planning and scheduling for system turnover as construction is
completed. Prior to system turnover, written procedures are developed for control of the
transfer of systems, structures, components and associated documentation. The procedures
include checklists, marked drawings, documentation lists, system status, and receipt control.

Major work activities contracted by LES shall be identified and controlled. Principal contractors
shall be required to comply with the applicable portions of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (CFR,
2003b), as determined by LES. The performance of contracted activities shall be formally
evaluated by LES commensurate with the importance of the activities to safety.

Facility components and processes are assigned a QA level based on their safety significance.
Each component will receive a classification of QA Level 1, QA Level 1 Graded, QA Level 1-Fire
Protection (QL-1 F), QA Level 2AC, QA Level 2, or QA Level 3 that applies throughout the life of
the facility and is based on the following definitions:

QA Level 1 Requirements

The QA Level 1 Program shall conform to the criteria established in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B
(CFR, 2003b). These criteria shall be met by commitments to follow the guidelines of ASME
NQA-1 as specified in the QA Program Description. The QA Level 1 QA program shall be
applied to those structures, systems, components, and administrative controls that have been
determined to be IROFS (except IROFS27e to which QA Level 1 Graded and fire protection
features designated as IROFS to which QL-1 F applies), items that are essential to the functions
of the IROFS, and items required to satisfy regulatory requirements for which QA Level 1
requirements are applied.

QA Level 1 Graded Requirements

The QA Level 1 Graded QA Program applies exclusively to IROFS27e structures. IROFS27e
structures are structures whose failure has been analyzed to result in consequences that
exceed the 10 CFR 70.61 performance requirements. The QA Level 1 Graded program is
applied to design, procurement, construction and other activities as described in Section 21 of
the QAPD. The QA Level 1 Graded Program applies to:

Separation Building Modules (SBMs) with the exception of slab on grade or supports for
internally housed QA Level 1 IROFS that are required to perform a safety function for a
seismic event.

Cylinder Receipt and Dispatch Building (CRDB) superstructure with the exception of the
Bunkered Area structure which is designated QL-1. The non-bunkered area foundation
is designated QL-1G; slab on grade is designated QL-3.

QA Level 1-Fire Protection (QL-1F Requirements)
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12.0 PHASED OPERATION

12.0 PHASED OPERATION

The continued startup of the National Enrichment Facility does not include all facilities, systems,
processes, and IROFS described in ISA Summary § 3.3 through § 3.8. The startup of the
facility is performed in a phased approach to begin operation as soon as the required facilities,
systems, processes, and IROFS are operational to support Initial Plant Operation (IPO). As
delineated in SAR § 2.1.4, Transition from Design and Construction to Operations, LES is
responsible for the design, quality assurance, construction, testing, initial startup, and operation
of the facility. As the construction of systems is completed, or is nearing completion, the
systems are turned over from construction organization (Projects) responsibility to operations
organization responsibility. The turnover is documented by memoranda clearly stating the
scope of the turnover, listing any identified deficiencies associated with the system, and clearly
describing the operational and safety state and status of the system.

The facility will operate in a series of phases determined by operational requirements. IPO
phase included all safety systems necessary to safely conduct enrichment operations.

An Operate While Constructing program is necessary to implement controls for continued
construction during facility operation. The Operate While Constructing program is necessary
until all cascades and expansion modifications are implemented and accepted by Operations.

Operate While Constructing is a process that implements controls to ensure that the Integrated
Safety Analysis for the National Enrichment Facility remains valid during operations when part
of the facility is still being constructed. The process of Phased Operation, placing cascades
on-line and facility expansion is estimated to take several years; therefore, Operate While
Constructing is an essential safety process for the operation of the National Enrichment Facility.

The following sections provide a description of the items that will become operational during the LBDCR-

different phases of production operations that differ between final operation of the fa•cility and 11-0038

the interim operation for the Phased Operation approach. Applicable portions of SAR Chapter
12 are referenced by all other LBDs impacted by the Phased Operation approach.

The following general Accident Sequences and associated IROFS are applicable to all areas
containing UF6. Because the CRDB is not operational and contains no UP., these ac.id.. LBDCR.

sequen.es.are not applicable to any room in the CDR-B 11-0038

General Accident Sequences

* EE-SEISMIC-WORKER EVAC IROFS39a

• FF-WORKER EVAC IROFS36a, 36d, &
36i, IROFS39b

* EE-CHEM RELEASE-WORKER EVAC IROFS39c

* EE-TORNADO MISSILE-SBM-CRDB SHELL & BUNKER WORKER IROFS39d

Safety Analysis Report 12.0-1 31
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12.2 Production Phases la

Description of Phase la will include only those items that will become applicable during Phase
1 a.

Functions supporting cascade operation for Assay 1001 are available in addition to the UBC
Storage Pad and Basin. Additional cascades and support equipment are added to increase
production, but the plant is fully capable of carrying out continuous commercial production from
Assay 1001. 11-0038

12.2.5 Separations Building Modules (SBM)

12.2.5.1 Process Services Corridor (PSC)

The SBMs are as described in ISA Summary § 3.3.1.1 except the Process Services Corridor
(PSC) for SBM-1001. Assay 1001 will be operational (ISA Summary § 3.3.1.1.2.2), but lacking
gas transport equipment for cascades that are not on line (NaF Traps, Pump and Trap Sets,
process headers, etc). This equipment is installed and operated as additional cascades are
completed.

Accident Sequence EE-SEISMIC-SBM and associated IROFS27e and IROFS41are applicable

to the SBM.

12.2.5.2 Cascade System

Assay 1001 Cascade System is operational as described in ISA Summary § 3.4.3 with the
exception that not all individual cascades are operable. Cascade modules are brought online
incrementally when the centrifuges within each cascade and all support equipment related to
each cascade module are commissioned. Cascade modules 1 through 6 may be operating at
the beginning of Production Phase la.

Accident sequence EE-SEISMIC-SBM and associated IROFS41 is applicable for Assay 1001.

12.2.5.3 Contingency Dump System

Assay 1001 Contingency Dump System is operational as described in ISA Summary § 3.4.8 for
each operating Cascade Module. Each operating cascade module has its own dedicated
Contingency Dump System available for use. As additional cascades are completed, additional LBDCR-

contingency dump components are installed and made operational in the process services 11-0038

corridor to support incremental plant start up and expansion.

There is no accident seguence or IROFS directly associated with the Contingency Dump

System.

12.2.5.4 UF6 Feed System

Assay 1001 UF6 Feed and Feed Purification Systems are operational as described in ISA
Summary § 3.4.2 except a minimum of three (3) Solid Feed Stations (SFS) and one (1) Feed
Purification Low temperature Take-off Station (LTTS) are required to be operable for FCOL
enrichment operations. As construction progresses, additional stations are completed and
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brought online as needed to support the incremental start up of cascades. The second Feed
Purification Station (if operable) and all operable SFS not in use for enrichment operations may
contain a 48Y cylinder (Feed, empty or full Tails, or test weight). When additional storage
locations become available, the stored cylinders may be transferred from the stations, however,
continued storage in the stations is not prohibited..

Accident sequences UF1-1, UF2-1, and associated IROFS4 and 5 are applicable for Assay

1001.

12.2.5.5 Product Take-off System

Assay 1001 Product Take-off System is operational as described in ISA Summary § 3.4.4
except a minimum of three (3) Product LTTS are required to be operable for FCOL enrichment LBDCR-

operation. As construction progresses, additional Product LTTS are brought online as needed 11-0038

to support the incremental start up of cascades. All operable Product LTTS not in use for
enrichment operations may contain an empty or full 30B cylinder or test weight. When
additional storage locations become available, the stored cylinders may be transferred from the
stations, however, continued storage in the stations is not prohibited.

Accident sequences PT2-1 and associated IROFS1 and IROFS2 are applicable for Assay 1001.

12.2.5.6 Tails Take-off System

Assay 1001 Tails Take-off System is operational as described in ISA Summary § 3.4.5 except a
minimum of three (3) Tails LTTS are required to be operable for FCOL enrichment operations.
As construction progresses, additional Tails LTTS are brought online as needed to support the
incremental start up of cascades. All operational stations not in use for enrichment operations
may contain a 48Y cylinder (Feed, empty or full Tails, or test weight). When additional storage
locations become available, the stored cylinders may be transferred from the stations, however,
continued storage in the stations is not prohibited. Once an in-service feed cylinder is emptied,
it is switched with a full feed cylinder from a tails station. The empty feed cylinder is then used
for normal tails take-off. This cylinder storage strategy will allow approximately 3 months of LBDCR-

operation before additional cylinder storage space is required. 11-0038

Accident sequence TT2-1 and associated IROFS1 and 2 are applicable for Assay 1001.

12.2.5.7 Product Blendinq System

The Product Blending System is not operational and is not needed for Production Phase la:
however, the Blending Donor and Receiver Stations are operable for storage of full product
cylinders.

Accident sequences PB1-1 and PB2-1 and associated IROFS1, 2, 4, and 5 are applicable.

12.2.5.8 Gaseous Effluent Vent Systems (GEVS)

The Gaseous Effluent Ventilation System (GEVS) is constructed as two separate systems,
Pumped Extract GEVS and CRDB GEVS. Pumped Extract GEVS is permanently installed in
the UF6 Handling Area of SBM-1001 and is operational to support SBM-1001 operations. The
local extract ductwork that is used in the SBM is temoorarilv connected to the Pumped Extract
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GEVS. Because of this tempeoran geos gonneGWA.o the~e are limmtations to the locsal extract
.... biIit, The minimum desired target velocity in the GEVS header cannot be maintained BDCR

when local extract flexible hoses are in use while connected to Pumped Extract GEVS. 1-0028

However, this reduced velocity has been evaluated in CALC-M-00020 and has been shown to
be acceptable based on the resulting worst case holdup conditions. Because Pumped Extract
GEVS is a safe-by-design system, there is no criticality issue. With worst case holdup conditions
assumed (i.e., the entire assumed 800 -grams of uranium at 5% enrichment F-1.2 kq of UF61
collected at a single point source) the resulting radiation dose rate is less than 0.05 mrem/hr.
When spread out over the entire length of GEVS Piping, the radiation dose due to GEVS holdup
is negligible. The following measures are in place to ensure adequate flow is provided at each
local extract station:

LBDCR-
11-0038

* Configuration control is maintained by the Shift Manager and the use of caution tags on the
local extract flexible hose station isolation valves.

All GEVS accident sequences (CL3-1, CL3-2, CL3-3, VR1-1, VRI-2, and VR 2-2) and
associated IROFS (IROFS20, 21, 24a, 24b, are for CRDB operations and therefore not
applicable to Production Phase la.

Accident sequence LOSS OF SAFE-BY-DESIGN ATTRIBUTE is applicable for the pumped
Extract GEVS.

There is no accident sequence or IROFS directly associated with the local extract function of the
CRDB GEVS.

12.2.6 Central Utilities Building (CUB)

12.2.6.1 Centrifuge Cooling Water System (CCWS)

The Centrifuge Cooling Water (CCW) System is operational with the exception of the cooling
water towers. The cooling water towers are bypassed until ready for operation. Heat removal is
performed by the CCW heat exchanger cooled by the CCW chiller units. This arrangement
supports all operable cascades for Production Phase la.

There is no accident sequence or IROFS directly associated with CCWS.
LBDCR-

12.2.7 Uranium Byproduct Cylinder (UBC) Storage Pad 11-0038

The UBC Storage Pad and UBC Basin are not fully operational as described in ISA Summary §
3.3.1.6. The UBC Pad is being constructed in sections and exl~anded as required to accept
additional cylinder storage. The UBC Pad Stormwater Retention Basin is a 2 section basin.
Initially, only the west section will be built. However, the west side of the UBC Pad Stormwater
Retention Basin contains sufficient capacity for the entire UBC Pad as currently designed.
Additional cylinder storage areas are discussed in Section 12.2.4.4, Storage and applicable
station sections.

Although the UBC Storage Pad is not fully built out, it is in use. Accident sequences FF42-1,
FF43-1, FF43-2, and FF44-1 and associated IROFS36c, 36e, 36f, and 36g are applicable.

There is no accident sequence directly associated with the UBC Basin.
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12.2.8 Material Handling Processes

The material handling processes defined below are in practice until the CRDB is operational
with regards to the shipping and receiving of cylinders and the handling and storage of
cylinders.

12.2.8.1 Cylinder ReceiDt and ShiDDing LBDCR-

11-0038
Until the CRDB becomes available, cylinders are shipped, received, and transferred via a
Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area on the west side of the UF6 Handling Area of SBM-1001.
The Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area provide space for the following services:

* Cylinder loading and unloading
* Preparation for overpack/protective structural packaging.

The cylinders are received, shipped, and transferred to and from the UF6 Handling Area at the

Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area until the CRDB and becomes operational.

12.2.8.2 Description

Commercial transport tractors are disconnected from the trailers carry containers and connected
to LES yard tractors which comply with IROFS36c (diesel fuel capacity less than 280 L (74 gal)).
The yard tractor delivers UF6 cylinders (i.e., full 48Y feed cylinders, and new or cleaned 30B
product cylinders) to the Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area on the west side, south end of
SBM-1 001. Cylinders are unloaded with a gantry crane. The gantry crane lifts and transfers the
cylinder to the rail transporter that sits on rails that are extended outside the SBM into the
Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area. Upon completion of receipt inspection, the rail transporter
moves the cylinder inside the UF6 Handling Area. Cylinders are removed from the facility in the
same fashion.

12.2.8.3 Equipment

The following equipment is used for cylinder handling on the West side SBM-1001 receipt LBDCR-

platform. 11-0038

A. Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area

The Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area is located adiacent to the west side SBM-1001
equipment hatch. This provides a safe method of transfer from the vehicle trailer to rail
transporter located on the platform.

Accident sequence FF7-1 and associated IROFS36c is applicable to the LES yard tractor at the
Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area.

B. Gantry Crane

A dedicated gantry crane is used to handle cylinders on the vehicle loading and unloading area.
The crane spans the width of the loading Platform to access vehicle trailers and the rail
transporter. The hoist has a maximum lift of approximately 6.1 m (20 ft). Crane specifications
are as follows:

Span 11.3 m (37 ft)
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0 Capacity 20 MT (44,100 Ib)
* Hoist lift height 3.1 m (20 ft)

• Hoist lift speed 3 nVmin & 0.5 rn/min (10 ft/min & 1.6 ft/min)

• Travel length 7.9 m (26 ft)

• Bridge travel speed (VFD) 19.8 m/min (65 ft/min)

* Brake type Direct Current Disk
LBDCR-

There is no accident sequence or IROFS directly associated with the gantry crane. 11-0038

C. Scale

Inventory Weighing is performed using a temporary scale in the UF6 Handling Area of SBM-
1001. The scale is identical to the scales described in ISA Summary § 3.4.11.1.2 C. Each
cylinder that enters or exits the UF 6 Handling Area is weighed. A weigh scale capable of
weighing a load of 17 MT (37,500 Ib) and capable of accepting a load of 20 MT (44,100 Ib) is
installed. The scale is capable of weighing to a tolerance of ±2.5 kq (±5.5 Ib). The scale has
reader and printout facilities.

There is no accident sequence or IROFS directly associated with the weigh scales.

D. Powered Vehicles and Rail Transporters

LES yard tractors that comply with IROFS36c (diesel fuel capacity less than 280 L) are utilized
to deliver the vehicle trailer containing cylinders to the Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area.
The gantry crane lifts and transfers the cylinder to the rail transporter that sits on rails extended
outside the SBM into the Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area. On completion of receipt
inspection, the rail transporter retrieves the cylinder for use. Cylinders are removed from the
facility in the same fashion.

Accident sequence FF7-1 and associated IROFS36c is applicable to the LES yard tractors at LBDCR-

the Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area. 11-0038

There is no accident sequence or IROFS directly associated with the Rail Transporter.

12.2.8.4 Storage

A. All available operable feed, feed purification, and tails, stations that are not in operation for
enrichment can be used for 48Y cylinder storage (Feed, empty or full Tails, or test weight).
All Product and Blending System Stations not in use for enrichment operations can be used
for 30B cylinder storage.

B. A switch process is used to maximize storage in the stations during phased operations.
When a Product cylinder is filled, the process will shift to the standby product station. The
full product cylinder may be switched with an empty product cylinder being stored in a
Blending System Donor or Receiver Station. The full Product cylinder will be stored in the
now empty Blending System Donor or Receiver station that previously contained the empty
product cylinder. When available Blending System Donor or Receiver stations may contain
full product cylinders, additional filled product cylinders will simply remain in their respective
Product LTTS for storage. This switching process is also used for feed and tails cylinders.
As the feed cylinder empties, the process will shift to the standby feed station. The empty
feed cylinder is then switched with a full feed cylinder from a Tails or Feed Purification LTTS.
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Additional Product cylinders may be stored in UX30 overpacks and places in approved
areas within the UF6 Handling Area using a pallet iack. The empty feed cylinder is installed
into the now empty Tails or Feed Purification LTTS that previously contained the full feed
cylinder. This switching of cylinders will allow approximately 3 months of operation before
additional storage space is required.

C. In the event that additional storage is required, filled tails cylinders may be shipped off-site
to a licensed facility. When additional storage capabilities are established, these cylinders
may be shipped back to the site.

Accident sequences UF1-1, UF2-1, PT2-1, TT2-1, PB1-1, PB2-1, PB2-2, and CP1-2 and LBDCR-

associated IROFS1, 2, 4, 5, and 16a are applicable.

12.2.9 Safety Significance

Section 12.0 of the Safety Analysis Report has been initially established as an administrative
change to describe the Phased Operation concept. There is no safety significance because
none of the identified chanaes will be finalized and implemented until reviewed and approved in
accordance with the LES configuration management program as described in § 11.1,
Management Measures. Pursuant to 10 CFR 70.72, LES has established a system to evaluate,
implement, and track each change to the site, structures, processes, systems, equipment,
components, computer programs, and activities of personnel. Configuration management of
IROFS, and any items that may affect the function of IROFS, is applied to all items identified
within the scope of the IROFS boundary. All changes to structures, systems, equipment,
components, and activities of personnel within the identified IROFS boundary are evaluated
before the change is implemented. If the change requires an amendment to the License,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission approval is received prior to implementation.

All proposed changes described in Section 12.0 are tracked and evaluated per the LES
configuration management program prior to implementation. As the changes are processed,
Section 12.0 will be revised to incorporate changes to the facility, processes, and programs.
Section 12.0 documents all site changes facilitated as a result of the Phased Operation
approach.
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12.3 Production Phase lb

Description of Phase lb will include only those items that will become applicable during Phase
lb.

Functions supporting cascade operation for Assay 1001 and 1002 are available. The Liquid
Sampling System, Centrifuge Cooling Water System (CCWS), Assay 1002 UF6 Area and PSC
are operable in this phase of operation. Additional cascades and support equipment are added
to Assay 1001 and Assay 1002 to increase production, but the plant is fully capable of carrying
out continuous commercial production.

LBDCR-

12.3.1 Separations Building Modules 11-0038

12.3.1.1 Process Services Corridor (PSC)

The SBM is as described in ISA Summary § 3.3.1.1 except the Process Services Corridor (PSC)
for Assay 1002. Assay 1002 will be operational (ISA Summary § 3.3.1.1.2.2), but lacking gas
transport equipment for cascades that are not on line (NaF Traps, Pump and Trap Sets, process
headers, etc). This equipment is installed and operated as additional cascades are completed.

Accident Sequence EE-SEISMIC-SBM and associated IROFS27e and IROFS41are applicable

to the SBM.

12.3.1.2 Cascade System

Assay 1002 Cascade System is operational as described in ISA Summary § 3.4.3 with the
exception that not all individual cascades are operable. Cascade modules are brought online
incrementally when the centrifuges within each cascade and all support equipment related to
each cascade module are commissioned. Cascade modules 1 through 6 may be operating at
the beginning of Production Phase la. LBDCR-

11-0038

Accident sequence EE-SEISMIC-SBM and associated IROFS41 is applicable for Assay 1002.

12.3.1.3 Contingency Dump System

Assay 1002 Contingency Dump System is operational as described in ISA Summary § 3.4.8 for
each operating Cascade Module. Each operating cascade module has its own dedicated
Contingency Dump System available for use. As additional cascades are completed, additional
contingency dump components are installed and made operational in the process services
corridor to support incremental plant start up and expansion.

There is no accident sequence or IROFS directly associated with the Contingency Dump
System.

12.3.1.4 UF6 Feed System

Assay 1001 UF6 Feed and Feed Purification Systems are operational as described in ISA
Summary § 3.4.2 with the exception of potentially one (1) Feed Station not installed. Assay
1002 UF6 Feed and Feed Purification Systems are operational as described in ISA Summary
§ 3.4.2 except a minimum of three (3) Feed Stations and one (1) Feed Purification Low
Temperature Take-Off Station (LTTS) are required to be operable for Assay 1002 FCOL
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enrichment operations. As construction progresses, additional stations are completed and
brought online as needed to support the incremental start up of cascades. The second Feed
Purification Station (if operable) and all operable SFS not in use for enrichment operations may
contain a 48Y cylinder (Feed, emptv or full Tails, or test weight). When additional storage
locations become available, the stored cylinders may be transferred from the stations, however,
continued storage in the stations is not prohibited.

Accident sequences UF1-1, UF2-1, and associated IROFS4 and 5 are applicable in Assay 1001

and 1002.

12.3.1.5 Product Take-off System

Assay 1001 Product Take-off System is operational as described in ISA Summary § 3.4.4. LBDCR-

Assay 1002 Product Take-Off System is operational as described in ISA Summary 3.4.4 except 11-0038

a minimum of three (3) Product LTTS are required to be operable for Assay 1002 FCOL
enrichment operation. As construction progresses, additional Product LTTS are brought online
as needed to support the incremental start up of cascades. All operable Product LTTS not in
use for enrichment operations may contain an empty or full 30B cylinder or test weight. When
additional storage locations become available, the stored cylinders may be transferred from the
stations, however, continued storage in the stations is not prohibited.

Accident sequences PT2-1 and associated IROFS1 and IROFS2 are applicable for Assay 1001
and 1002.

12.3.1.6 Tails Take-off System

Assay 1001 Tails Take-off System is operational as described in ISA Summary § 3.4.5. Assay
1002 Tails Take-Off System is operational as described in ISA Summary 3.4.5 except a
minimum of three (3) Tails LTTS are required to be operable for Assay 1002 FCOL enrichment
operations. As construction progresses, additional Tails LTTS are brought online as needed to
support the incremental start up of cascades. All operational stations not in use for enrichment
operations may contain a 48Y cylinder (Feed, empty or full Tails, or test weight). When
additional storage locations become available, the stored cylinders may be transferred from the
stations, however, continued storage in the stations is not prohibited. Once an in-service feed
cylinder is emptied, it is switched with a full feed cylinder from a tails station. The empty feed
cylinder is then used for normal tails take-off. This cylinder storage strategy will allow
approximately 3 months of operation before additional cylinder storage space is required. LBDCR-

11-0038

Accident sequence TT2-1 and associated IROFS1 and 2 are applicable for Assay 1001 and
1002.

12.3.1.7 Product Liquid Sampling System

The Product Liquid Sampling System autoclaves are available as described in the ISA LBDCR
Summary 3.4.7 for Production Phase lb. A storage location for sample containers containing 11-0051
UF_, will be located in the UF6 Handling Area and/or Mass Spec Room.

Accident sequences PB2-6, PB3-3, PB4-1, PB4-2, PB4-3, PB4-4, EE-TORNADO MISSILE-
SBM PUBLIC, and EE-SEISMIC-SBM and associated IROFS3, 10, 11, 12, 28, 30a/b/c, 42 and
47a are applicable.
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12.3.2 Central Utilities Building (CUB)

12.3.2.1 Centrifuge Cooling Water System (CCWS)

The Centrifuge Cooling Water (CCW) System is operational with the cooling water towers in
use. Heat removal is supolemented by the CCW heat exchanger cooled by the CCW chiller
units. This arrangement supports all operable cascades for Production Phase lb. LBDCR-

11-0038

There is no accident sequence or IROFS directly associated with CCWS.
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12.4 Production Phase 2a

Description of Phase 2a will include only those items that will become applicable during Phase
2a.

Functions supporting cascade operation for Assay 1001 and 1002 are available. The CRDB
Cylinder Receipt and Shipping and Cylinder Handling and Storage are operable in this phase of
operation. Additional cascades and support equipment are added to Assay 1001 and Assay
1002 to increase production, but the plant is fully capable of carrying out continuous commercial
production.

12.4.1 Cylinder Receipt and Dispatch Building (CRDB)

The CRDB shell will be available as described in the ISA Summary 3.4.11.1.1. CRDB is
available for Cylinder Receipt and Shipping, Handling and Storage. Cylinder Testing is not LBDCR-

operational. 11-0038

Accident Sequences EE-LP-SBM-CRDB-SHELL, EE-SNOW-SBM-CRDB-SHELL, EE-
TORNADO&HIGH WIND-SBM-CRDB-SHELL, EE-TORNADO MISSILE-SBM-CRDB-
SHELL&BUNKER WORKER, EE-SEISMIC-CRDB-SBM-SHELL, EE-SEISMIC-WORKER-
EVAC, FF-WORKER EVAC, CHEM RELEASE- WORKER EVAC, FF6-1, FF6-2, FF7-1, FF42-
1, IROFS27e. 35, 36a, 36c, 39a, 39b, 39c and 39d.

12.4.1.1 Vehicle Loading Area

The Vehicle Loading Area is operational for cylinder handling as described in the ISA Summary
3.4.11.1.2.A.

Accident Sequence RD-I-1, IROFS 45 are applicable

12.4.1.2 Double Girder Bridge Cranes

The Double Girder Bridge Cranes are operational for cylinder handling as described in the ISA
Summary 3.4.11.1.2.B.

Accident Sequence RD-I-1 and IROFS45 are applicable.

12.4.1.3 Scales
LBDCR-

Inventory Weighing is performed in the CRDB as described in the ISA Summary 3.4.11.1.1 .c. 11-0038

The temporary scale located in SBM-1 001 is no longer required, but still may be used if
installed.

There is no accident sequence or IROFS directly associated with the weigh scales.

12.4.1.4 Powered Vehicles and Rail Transporters

Powered Vehicles and Rail Transporters are operational as described in ISA Summary
3.4.11.1.2.D.

There is no accident sequence or IROFS directly associated with Rail Transporter.
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12.4.1.5 Storage

The CRDB will be available for cylinder storaaqe as described in ISA Summary 3.4.11.1.1. This
will not prohibit storage in available stations with operational and applicable IROFS. LBDCR-

11-0038

Accident Sequence RD-I-1 and IROFS45 are applicable.
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12.5 Production Phase 2b

Description of Phase 2b will include only those items that will become applicable during Phase
2b.

Functions supporting bunkered CRDB operations are operable during this phase of operation.

12.5.1 Cylinder Receipt and Dispatch Building (CRDB)
LBDCR-

During this phase of operation, the CRDB bunkered area is operational. 11-0038

Accident sequences EE-LP-CRDB-BUNKER(T), EE-LP-CRDB-BUNKER(CR), EE-SNOW-
CRDB-BUNKER, EE-TORNADO, TORNADO MISSILE,&HIGH WIND-CRDB-BUNKER, EE-
TORNADO-SBM-CRDB-SHELL&BUNKER WORKER, EE-SEISMIC-CRDB-BUNKER, FF6-1,
FF6-2, IROFS27a/b/c, 36d, 39b and 39d.

12.5.1.1 Ventilated Room

The Ventilated Room is operational as described in the ISA Summary 3.5.17.

Accident Sequences PB2-6, VR1-1, VR1-2, VR1-3, VR1-5, VR2-1, VR2-2, VR2-7, IROFS3, 21,
22, 23a, 23b, 24a, 30a/b/c, 31a/b/c, and 47b are applicable.

12.5.1.2 Solid Waste Storage

The Solid Waste Storage facility will be operational as described in the ISA Summary 3.5.13.

Accident Sequences SW1-1, SW1-2 and IROFS14a and 14b are applicable.

12.5.1.3 Decontamination Workshop

The Decontamination Workshop will be operational as described in the ISA Summary 3.5.14 LBDCR-
with the exception of the large decontamination train. The Decontamination workshop will have 11-0038

the ability to decontaminate small items via the small decontamination train. The capability to
decontaminate larger items such as pumps will be conducted in a later phase of operation.

Accident Sequences DS1-1, DS1-2, DS1-3, DS2-1, DS2-2, DS2-3, DS3-1, DS3-2, PT3-5,
IROFS14a, 14b, 15, 19a, 19c, and 19d are applicable.

12.5.1.4 Chemistry Laboratory

The Chemistry Laboratory will be operational as described in the ISA Summary 3.5.18. This
includes the operation of the Sub-Sampling System.

Accident Sequences CL3-1, CL3-2, CL3-3, IROFS20, 21, 24b, 43 and 46 are applicable.

12.5.1.5 Gaseous Effluent Vent System (GEVS)

The Gaseous Effluent Ventilation System (GEVS) is constructed as two separate systems,
Pumped Extract GEVS and CRDB GEVS. Pumped Extract GEVS is permanently installed in
the UF6 Handling Area of SBM-1001 and is operational to support SBM-1001 operations. The
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12.5 Production Phase 2b

local extract ductwork that is used in the SBM is temporarily connected to the Pumped Extract
GEVS. Because of this temporary cross-connection, there are limitations to the local extract
capability. The following measures are in place to ensure adequate flow is provided at each
local extract station:

* Configuration control is maintained by the Shift Manager and the use of caution tags on the
local extract flexible hose station isolation valves.

LBDCR-

Accident Sequences CL3-1, CL3-2, CL3-3, VRI-1, VR1-2, and VR 2-2 and associated 110038

IROFS20, 21, 24a, 24b, are applicable.

Accident sequence LOSS OF SAFE-BY-DESIGN ATTRIBUTE is applicable for the pumped
Extract GEVS.

There is no accident sequence or IROFS directly associated with the local extract function of the
CRDB GEVS.
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12.6 Production Phase 2c

12.6 Production Phase 2c

Description of Phase 2c will include only those items that will become applicable during Phase
2c.

Functions supDorting the initial startuD of the Liauid Effluent Collection and Treatment Svstem to
include the storage but not the treatment of liquid effluents will be operational during this phase.

12.6.1 Cylinder Receipt and Dispatch Building (CRDB))

12.6.1.1 Liquid Effluent Collection and Treatment System (LECTS)
LBDCR-
11-0038The Liguid Effluent Collection and Treatment System will be operational as described in the ISA

Summary 3.5.12 with the exception of being able to treat liquid effluents. LECTS will be used for
storaae until the remainder of the system is installed.

Accident Seguences LW1-1, LW1-2, LW1-3. LW2-1. LW3-1, LW5-1, IROFS14a. 14b. 19a. 19c.
19d,

Safety Analysis Report 12.6-1 31
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12.7 Phase 3

12.7 Phase 3

Description of Phase 3 will include only those items that will become applicable during Phase 3.

Functions of the Decontamination Workshop and Liquid Effluent Collection and Treatment
System will be fully operational to include the decontamination of pumps and the treatment of
liquid effluents respectively. In addition, the Product Blending System will be operational.

12.7.1 Separations Building Module (SBM)
LBDCR-

12.7.1.1 Product Blending System 11-0038

The Product Blending System will be operational as described in the ISA Summa[Y 3.4.6.

Accident Sequences PB1-1, PB2-1, PB2-2, PB2-4, IROFS1, 2, 4, 5, 16a and 38 are applicable.

12.7.2 Cylinder Receipt and Dispatch Building (CRDB)

12.7.2.1 Decontamination Workshop

The Decontamination Workshop will be fully operational as described in the ISA Summary
3.5.14. This will include the availability of the large decontamination train which has the ability
to decontaminate large items such as pumps. In addition, this involves the operability of the
PFPE Oil Recovery System.

Accident Sequences PT3-5, FRI-1, FR1-2, FR2-1, FR2-2, IROFS14a, 14b, and 15 are LBDCR-

applicable. 11-0038

12.7.2.2 Liguid Effluent Collection and Treatment System (LECTS)

The LECTS will be operational as described in the ISA Summary 3.5.12. This includes not only
the storage of liquid effluent but also the subsequent treatment.

Accident Sequences LWI-1, LW1-2, LW1-3, LW2-1, LW3-1, LW5-1, IROFS14a, 14b, 19a, 19c
and 19d are applicable.
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1. 0 Production Phases 1 a and l b
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Blending and Liquid Samping System !n;31M 1001 will NOT b e available in P-'rductioA PhasI
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12.2.1Frciaitb: Diffprancn for Produ-ct•n Ph:afoa a1nd 1b

12.2.1.1 Separations Building Modules

12.2.1.1.1 Process Se Gie Co.rridor (PGS)

LBDCR-
11-0038

The SBMs are as decrGibed in ISA Summary § 3.3.1.1 eXcept the ProG8ss Services- Conrridor
(P2SC.) for SB3M 1001 will be operational (11SA Summary § 3.3.1.1.2.2), which lacks gas transpor

.ep. ent. forascades that are not OR •ine (NaF Trap., Pump and Trap Sets, process headers,
etG-. This equipment is installed and operfated as addtional -ascadcs are completed.

Accident Sequ•ene SEE SFISMP- S , and Eassoiated IROFS27e and .ROFSct are applicable
t~o th BM.

12.2.11.1 .2Blending System

The BleTding Receiving and Donor Stations are not needed for Produgtion Phase Ia. However,
the Bl!ending DGono and Receiver Stations are operable f4or storage of empty Or full produc
eylinde~s.

Accide nt sequennes ,P12- R-1 and P02- 11 and asasociated IROFSI , 2, 4, ad 5 are applicable .

n12.2.1.1 .3PI rlduct Liquid Sampling System

The Product Liquid Sampling System aultoclayes are not available and not needed for
Production Phase Ila. Without these components, pro9duct cylinders can not be shipped to
customers but can be shipped off site for temporay storage.

Bec~ause the autoclaves are not available, accident sequences 11213 1, PB34 2, P613 3 ,P84 4,
rereI TOR NADO MISS 1L E SBMR N PUBLIC 1 , and &E 8E 1EISM 1 SB9M and associated- I.ROF SIO, 1,
12, and 28 are net applicable. Note that the seismic. events are applicable to the 88M btthee
autoclave contribution to the total releas isntapiable.

12.2.1.1.4 Rail TrFansporte

The; Rail Tran;SPorter travels 91n rails embedded in the floor of the UF5 Handlin~g Area. These
rai'S FRu the entire width of the module; east to the CRDB and west through doors onto a
concrete pad where cylinder-s are delivered. The rail transporter transfers 306 and 48Y
c~ylinders to and from the appropriate feed, feed purification, tails, or blending stations, prouc
sampling autocalaves, or the temporary scale in SBM 1001.

Ther~e is no accident sequence or IROFSg directly associated with the Rail Transporter.

LBDCR-
11-0038
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1. 0 Production Phases 1 a and l b

1 2.2. . 1.5Mobhi Prr-urm Transd,ucer Calibration

The pres.ure transducer calibrati•n rig is limited to use in non UF .contaminated systems.
initial ca•,*bat,,ns of pressure trnsducrs .OR non 11F contam4nated systems ar. pfe,,med
prior to operations. if a pressure taranducer fails the-re-A arinst-al~ed backups, that can be used.

Becsause the pressure transducer Galibration rig is limited to use in non U-F. -ee-itamini.ated
systems, accident eeqUenceS MR3 1 and MR3 2 in addition to associated 11ROFSC21 areno
applieable

12.2.1.2 Technical ServicoB Buildingq (TSB)
LBDCR-
11-0038

12.2.1.2.1 Medical Room

The Medical Room is, operational for general first aid cases. !njuris requiri ng ore than
general fir-st aid are transported off site to local area medical facilities.

There is no accident sequence or IROFS direc;tly associated with the Medica! Room.

12.2.1.2.2BrFeak Room

The Break Room is not operational.

There is no aGcident sequence or IROFS directly assocated with the Brealk Room.

12.2.1.2.31&C ElectriFcal Shop

The l&G Electrical Shop is not operational. The W;C Electrical Shop series as a Work area for
general electr-ical and I&C comAPonents and maintenanAG. Maintenance on non contaminated

equipmentis delayed until the l&C. Electrical Shop is available or is conducted in other locations
on sijte o-r off site, as necessay, barsed on the equipment and maintenance required.

There is no acciden~t sequence Or IROFS directly associated with the l&C Elecr&ical Shop.

42.2.1.2.lWechanical Shop

The Mechanical Shop is not operational. The Mechanical Shop series as a work area foe
general mechanicaal maintenance and work s-uch as painting or welding. Maintenance OR
non conamFinated equipment is delayed until the Mechanical Shop is available oFr conducated-in
other locations on Site Or off site, as necassary, based on the equipment and mainteance
Feq~ired.

Therm is no acci;dent sequence or !ROE=S directy associated with the Mechanical Shop.

12 :2 1:2.5MAsMe Processing Room

The Waste Processing Room is not operational. The Waste Processing Room serves as, a
handling area for non radioactive waste. Non radioactive waste is either stored undei
appropriate saf* etycotrols until handling systems are available, or shipped off site to a
processing facility for treatment and/or disposal at a licensed facility.

LBDCR-
11-0038
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1.0 Production Phases la and lb

There is no a-cident seqU•nFce• o`ROFS directly a-,ociated with the Waste Proces•ing ROrem.

12.2.1 .2.6ERYironmental Monitorin Laborator

The Environmental Monitorn•g Labo•rmaty is not operational. instead, samples are colec .

and shipped to a cetified testing facility for analysi;. The sample container-s are not returned to
LES, but are disposed of by the receiving fiaility.

There i6 no accident squence or IROFS dir•etly assGciated with the En-Vironmental Monitoring
Labwate~y

12.2.t.3Cylindcr Receipt and Diepatch Building (CRDB)

12.2.1.3.1 Solid Waste Collectio Room

The Solid Wa-te Co"llectio Roomis not operational. The Solid WVaste Collection Room is

designed to package both wet and dry low level radioactive solid waste.

The small quantity Of solid waste that is eXpected to be generated prior to the Solid Waste
Collection Room beom•iAng operational is placed in a linFed 55 gal drum. with -300 g 2'4U-a6
detem•AnRed through boekkeepiing. OInce the drums have been filled they are sealed with a

tamper in.dicating device (TID) and placed into the Material Control and Accountability (.MCG&)
item control programn. Up to four dFRums are stored in the Ventilated Storage RoomA in the UFý
Handling Area in S1BM 1001. A qualified contracted com;pany cOnducts non destructive assay
(NDA) on the drumIs to determine the finalýý Ge cntent. Once the assay6 is omplete Radiation
Protection and MC&A Depam•AnetS can release the d runm from the MC&A. item control
inventory to r-adioatie materIal storage areas (RMAs) eAernal to the SBM. The drUAs •ill
re .i in storage until either furthWr evaluation by radiation protection Free release. the material

Or sufficient quantity irs acc-ummulate-d to- prepare an offsite shipment. Because the Solid Wast
Collection Room is not completed, accident sequences SVVI 1 and SWI 2 and associate
ItRFS"Ia and IROF l4b are noet applicable to this room.

Transitional aGAden•t sequenes PTLRI 1, PVIR 2, and P-.RI 3 have been identified that require
*mplementation of existing IROFS14a and 1b, and !,QF•S3.a, 31.b, aRd 3Ic to the Ventil-ate.d,

Storage Room. See ISA Summary Tables 1.1 4, Transitional Ac.ident Sequence and Risk

index, and 4.1 5, Transitional Accident Sequence Descriptions.

12.2.1 .3.2Vacuurn Pump Rebuild W~orkshop

The Vacuum Pump Rebuild Wor.krhop is not operational. Rebuilding vacuum pGU pes

planed evolution. in the unlikely event that a rebuild of a vacuum PUMP ctnp -
rqiethe pump is replaced with a; clean vac;uumA pump and the contaminae pupstored in
accrdace ithappropriate radiological controls until the Vacuum Pump Rebuild Workshop is

There is no accident sequenGe Or IROFS directly associated with the Vacuum Pump Rebuil
WgFk~hep. Safey Anlyss Reort12.74 3

LBDCR-
11-0038

LBDCR-
11-0027

LBDCR-
11-0038

LBDCR-
11-0027
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1.0 Production Phases la and lb

12.2.1 .3.3Decontamination Workshop

Th-149 Decntamination Wlrkshop i6 not operational. The decontamination 6systems in this
workshop are designed for radioactive decontamination of materials and equipment used i

urnim hexafluoride systems, waste handling systems, and other areas of the plant. The small
quantity Of contaminated equipment that is expected is stored in ac•ordance with appFoPriate
chemical, r.adi•olgical, and c4ritiality safety cntrols until the Decontamination Workshop is
completed Or shipped off site to a PrGce'Ming fa•ility for treAt-ment and/or disposal at a lien`ed
faGilty

Equipmernt, ther than pumps, requring r-adioactive decontamination i6 placed in a InRed 55gl65
drum with 4300 g 23U-Vas determined through bookkeeping. Once the drums have been filled
they are sealed with a tamper indicating device (T-ID) and placed into the Material Control andl
Accoeuntability (MC&A) i•em control Program. Up to fouir d•rums ar stoed in the Ventilated
Stoage Room;, i the UP. Handling Are-a in SBMRA n 1001. A qualified cOntracted compa.ny
conducts non destructive assay (NDA) on the drums to determine the final U content. Once
the assay is complete Radiation Protection and MC&A Departmentrs can release the drums fro~m
the MC.&A itemA control inventory to radioactiVe material storage area (RMAs) external to the
SBM. The drums Will remain in storage until either fuAher e.Valu-,ation by radiation p ,rotetion free

LBDCR-
11-0038

LBDCR-
11-0027

Felea~eS theu riitioiiai OF G6IFHIerIL emani IS~ aGG ~JAuH~lat to pruparu aiA Gunbt9i 6HrIPMeni.

PUFAPS reqguinng decontamnation will be storeO in place until the decontamination; weorshoDi
completed and u-nning.

I I

Because the Decontaminati-n workshop is not completed, accident sequence LOSS OF SAFE

BY DESIGN ATTRIBUTE is not a-plirable to this roFem.

12.2.1.3.4lVentilate-d• Room LBDCR-
11-0038

The V/'entilated Room is nAM opea•tional. The main ac-tivities carried out in the Ventilated Room
aJre seicin. c hemical tFrPs by removinRg spent cr•ba , aluminum oxide, and sodium WlOOride
and replacing damaged and leaking valves on c.ylinders which conta4inUF. Se••,iing chemiral
traps is a plannFed evolution and is not required or planned before Ventilated Romi

Becausme the Ventilated Room is not available, accident sequences VRI 1, VRI 2, VR1 3, VRI
5, VR2 1, VR2 2, VR2 7, FF24 1, FF25 1, and FF25 2 and associated IROFS3, 21, 23a, 23b,
24a, 35, 36d, 37, 47b and acc.oident sequence LOSS OF SAFE BY DESIGN ATTRIBUTE are
not applicable for the Ventilated Room.

12.2.1 .3.5Reserved

12.2.1 .3.6ContA-minated M~aterial1 Handling Room

The Contaminated Material Handling Room is not operational. Instead, contaminated
disporsable protective clothing is collected, monitored and either shipped off site to a license
disposal facility or Ostred Rn site in acor.dance with aprpr"fiate conFrols until the Contaminated
Material Handlin, Roo..m. and •Soid •Wase Collect;io-n RoOM are completed and imlm,,,-ented.

LBDCR-
11-0027
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1.0 Production Phases la and lb

Radioacatve waste is placed in a lined 55 gal drumA with 4300g-q as L-.determ~ined throug
bookkeeping. Once the drums have been filled the" are sealed with a tamper indicatin~g devc
(T-ID) and pl~aced into the Material Control and Accountability (MC&A)itemR control programA. Up
to four drumAS are stoemd in the Ventilated Storage Room in the UF~r, Handling Area in SBM 100O1.
A qualified con~tracted company conducts non d86tFUctiVe assay (NDA) on the drums to
determine the final 2'ul coentent. O-ncoA the assay is complete Radiation Protection; and MG&
Departments ran release the drums from the MC&A itemA control inventory to radioactive
materal storage areas (RMAs) external to the SIBM. The drums Will remain in storage uni
either further evaluation by radiation protection free roleascs the m~aterial Or sufficient quantityis
accum~ulated to prepare an offsite shipment.

Eiquipment, other than pums reurn radioactive donaitonis treated the same as-
radioactive waste (dsrbdaboe eXcept that it is stored until decontamination facilities arc
available on site. PumAps requiring decontamination will be stored in place Untilth
decontamination workshop is completed and running.

There is no accident sequenco Or IROFS directly associated with the Contaminated Materiall
HanligReem,

12.2.11.3.7Gaseous Effluent Ventilation System (GEVS) Room

The Gaseous Effluent Ventilation SystemA (GEVS) is constructedl as two separate systems,
Pumped Ext~rat GEVS and CRDB GEVS. Pumped Extract GEVS is permanently installed in
the UF~ Handling Area of SBM 1001 and is op~erainal. Because the GRDB3 is not operational,
local extract ductwok is temporarily connected to the Pumped Extract GE=VS in S BM 1001 to
support operations there. All GEVS accaident sequencos (CL3 1, CL3 2, GO3 3, VRII 1, VR1 2-,
VR2 2, and FIF25 2) and associated IROES (IROF-S2O, 21, 24a, and 24 b and 37) are for CRDB
operations and therefor not applicable forF this roomA.

AccGident Sequenc~e LOSS OF SAFE BY DESIGN ATTRIBUTE is applicable forF the Pumnped

T-here is no accident sequenco Or IROFS dieretly aSSOciated with the local extract function of the
CRDB GEVS, but Rot applicable to CRDB GEVS.

12.2.1 .3.8Mass, Spectrometry Laborator

The Mass Spectromnetry Labortory is, not operational. instead, samples are collected and
shipped to a certified testing facility for analysis.

Because the Mass Spectrometry Laboratory 0s not completed, accident sequence LOSS OF=
SAFE BY DESIGN ATTRIBUTE is not applicable to this rooem.

12.2.1 .3.gChemical Laborator

The Chemical Labortory is not operational. instead, samples are collected and shipped t
~ertified testing facility for analysis. Contaminated sample containers are not returned to LES-,

but are disposed of by the facility.

LBDCR-
11-0027

LBDCR-
11-0038

LBDCR-
11-0027

LBDCR-
11-0038
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1.0 Production Phases la and lb

Because the Chemical Laboratory is not completed, accident sequenGes CL3 1, CL3 2, andd
CL3 3 and associ*ated IROFS24b, 13, and 16 and LOSS OF SAFE B3Y DESIGN AUTRIBUT
are not applicable to this roomA.

12.2.1.3.1914adiation Mon~itorin~g Laborator

The Radiation Monitoring Laboratory is not operational. instead, samples are collected and
shipped to a certified testing facility for analysis.

T-here i6 no accident sequence or IROFS dierctly associated with the Radiation Monitoring
Labefatwy.

12.2.1.3.1 !TrFuck Bay/Shipping and Receiving Area

Commercial tranport tractors are disconnected from the trailers carrying containers and
connected to LES yard tractor-s which comply with !RGF-S36c (i.e., diesel fue! Gapacity less th-an
280 L (71 gal)). The yard tractor delivers UIF 6 cylinders to the Vehicle Loading and Unloading
A44ra on the- west side of SB 101i ih othwest crnr...f

Cylin~ders are unloaded with a gantry crane at the Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area of SB
1001. The gantry crane lifts and transfers the cylinder to the rail transporter that sits on rails
exten~ded outside the SBM int the Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area. On com~pletion Of
receipt inspection, the rail transporter will moeve the cylinder inside the F6 Handling AFe
Cylinde~rs are removed from the facility in the same fashion.

There is no accident seqUence Or !ROF=S directly associated with the Gantry Crane at theSB
Vehicle Loeading and Unloading Area.

12.2.1.3.1 2Cylinder Storage Areas

'Fmull feed cylinders May be stored in the IUF. Handling Area in available Solid Feed,
Feed Purification, and Tails Stations. WAhen t-he U-BC Storage Pad or the CRDB i
ready to accopt cylinders for storage the cylinders6 stored in the stations may be
transferred, but continued storage in the stations is not prohibitd

Acc~ident sequences UFi 1, UFP 1, and TT2 1, and associated !ROFS1, 2, 4, and 5 are-
appli~able

'Full product cylinders can be stored in available Product Take off Stations and Blending

these stations for stGraae Ouffis Wen the CRDz)B is re-a-d~y toaAmtclidr for
storage the cylinders stored in the stations may be transferred, but continued storage
in the stations isnot prohibited. HoG~eVer, it is preferable to ship the full product
c~ylinders to clients.

Accident sequencee PT2 1, PT2 2, PEII 1, P62 1, PB32 2, and GPI 2 anid associated
!ROFS1, 2, 4, 5, and 46a are applicable.
*Full tails csylinders are stored in available Tails Take off Stations. When the IB

Storage Pad Or the CRDBI is ready to accept cylinders for storg cylinersoed in
the stations may be transferred, but conti nued storage in the stations i nt prohibited.

Accident sequence T-T2 1, and associated IROFS1 and 2 are applicable.

LBDCR-
11-0038

LBDCR-
11-0038

LBDCR-
11-0012

LBDCR-
11-0007
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12.2.l.4UraniUM BYProduct Cylinder (USC) Storage Pad

The UBC Storage Pad and UJBC Basin are not fully operational as described On ISA Summnary
3.3.1.6. The UBC Pad is, being constructed in sections and expanded as reguired to accept
additional cylinder storage. The UBC Pad Stormwater Retention B3asin is, a 2 section basin.-
Initially, only the west 6ection Will be built. However, the west side of the UBC Pad Stormwate
Retention BaSiA cOnas sufflicient capacity for the entire UB3C Pad as currently designed.
Additional cylinder 6terage areas are discGussed in Sections 12.2.1.3.12, Cylinder Storage Areas
and 12.2.2.9.4., Storage.

Although the UBCG Storage Pad is not fully built out, it is in use. Accident sequences FF142 1,
FF13 1, FF13 2, and FF114 1 and- ass-ociate-d IROFS3rac, 36e, 36f, and 36g are applicable.

There i6 no accident sequence directly assocated with the UBC Basin.

12.2.1.Cc•tRtal Utilitie Building (CUB)

The CUB3 is not fully operational as decribed In ISA Summ § 3.3.1.7. However, systems
reu)d for Production Phase I a and l b are ready in sufficient capacity to support plant
op erain. Systems within the CUB1 that are required to support Production Phases la and lb

areýP d-escribed in Section 12.2.4, Utility and Support System Differences for Production Phase la
an~d b.

12.2.1.6Ad~mi*ni-t-r:atioan Building

The Admmnistration Building is not operational. Until building completion, the staff Will continue
to be housed in temporary buildings on the east end of the facility. The Administration BuiOlding

LBDCR-
11-0038

LBDCR-
11-0038

. . . . . ! .. deige tol~ a ~ asr an assemby aJ1UJ IIJI e[IlF@8GOy plarinypro. Allernzte

T-heFe is no acideAnt sequence Or IROlS directly associated with the Administration B 'Uild•in.

12.2.1 .7Sit. Scur."ty Buildin,.

The main Security Building is operation~al for access to the Controglled Access, Area (C.AA).
Vehicular traffic passes through additional security checkpoints before being allowed to park.
Parking is lecated outside of the Controlled Access Are9a (CMA) scr,8Uity fence. Visitor passes

ar sued at a temporay security trailer locat-d- aRt the south 6 eastFentance to the facility.

T-here is no accident sequenco or IROFS directly associanRted w.ith the Security Building

12.2.2 Pr-cess DiffeFr•.cS for Initial Produ.tion Phase Ia and lb

12.2.2.!UFs Feed Sy•tem

The LUF6 Feed an~d Feed Purifiation Systems are operational as desr*Gibed in ISA Summary
§ 3.1.2 eXcept a miniimum of three (3) Solid Feed Stations (SFS) and one (1) Feed Purification
Low temperature- Takei off Station (LTTS) are required to be operable for FCOL= enrichment
operations. As coenstruction progresses, additional stations are completed and brought Onlin
as needed to support the incremental start up of cascaders. The second Feed Purification
Station (If operable) and all operable SFS not in use for enirihment operations may contain a

Safety Analysis Report 12.7-8 31
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49Y cylinder (Feed, empty or full Tails, or test weight). When additional storage locations
becomne available, the StOred caylinders Ma' be transferred from the stations, ho-wever,
continued storage in the stations i6 not prohibited.

Accident rsequences UP! 1, UJF2 1, and associated IROFS4 and 5 are aEpolicab.

I 2.2.2..16aecaa System

The Cascade SystemA is operationia! as dec mbdi ISA Summary § 3.4.3 with the eXception
that not all individual rascades are operable. Cascade modules are brought on!ine
iinGrementally when the centrifuges within each cascade and all support equipment relatedt
each cascade module are comissond. Cascadle modules 1 through 6 may be operatiniga
the beginning of Production Phase Ila.

ccradent sequence EEF SEISMIC SBM and associated 1ROFS41 is applicable.

12.2.2.3Product Take off System

The Product Take off System is operationial as described in I SA Summary § 3.4.4 except a-
minimum of three (3) Product L=T-TS are required to be Operable for FCOL= enr~ichment-operation.

A6 cOnstruction progresses, additional Product LTTS are brought online as needed to suppor
the inc~remnental start up of c~ascades,. Al! operable Proeduct LTTS not in Use for enrichment
operations may contain an empty Or full 3013 cylinder Or test weight. When additional storage
locations becomne available, the stored cylinders may be transferred from the stations, however-,
continued storage in the stations is not prohibited.

Accident sequences PT2 1 and PT2 2 and associated IR FS I an;d !ROFS2 are applicable.

112.2.2.4Taile Take off System

The Tails Take off System is operational as, described in ISA Summary § 3.4.5 excopt a
minimum of three (3) Tails LTTS are required to be operable for F-COL enrichment operations.

As construction progresses, additional Tails LT-TS are brought online as needed to support the
iceental start up of csascades. All operational stations not in use fo enr~ichment operations

may contain a 48Y cylinder (Feed, empty Or ful! Tails, or test weight). When additional storage
locn-ations become available, the stored cylinders may be transferred kfro the stations, however,
continued storage in the stationIs is not prohibited. Onco an in servioe feed cylinder is, emptied,
it is switched with a full feed cylinder from a tails station. The empty feed cylinder is then used
for noFFFal tails take off. T-his cylinder storage strategy wil! allow approximately 3 monthso?
operation before additional cylinder storage spc srqie.Accident sequence9 TT- 1 and

asocated IROFS1 and 2 are applicable.

12.2.2.GProdur.t Blending System

The Product Blendinig Systemn is not operational and is not needed for Production; Phase ! a;
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nROle~eFr the Emendngn Donnor and Ke•-envF Stationns are oprabi~tlefo tr sfftorage wwtfill nrOCliU

eyoders-.

Accidenit sequences 11211 1 and P132 1 and associated 11ROF84, 2, 4, and 5 are applicable,
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1.0 Production Phases 1 a and lb

12.2.2.6PFoduct Liquid Sampling System

The Product Liquid Sampling System is not operational and is noGt required for Production Phase
11a. The Producat Liquid Sampling autoclaves are unavailable. Because the autoclavers arc not
available, accident .equence. PBA 1, PBI 2, PBI 3, and PI34 4, EE TORNADO MISSILE SBM
PUBLIC, and EEr SEISAIC SBMA an•d ass-oiated IROPS•O, 14, 12, and 28 are not applicable to
the akutolave. (Note: EE- TORNADO MISSILE SBM PUBLIC, and En SEISMIC SBM are
agOlicable to the S1BM but the autoclave contribution to the total release [andd theirefobre
1R0F5281 is no applIcable.

12.2.2.7-Contangcncy Dump System

The Contingency Dump System is operational as described in ISA Summary § 3.4.8 for each
operating Cascade Module. Each operating cascade module has its own dedicated
Contingency Dump System available for use. As additional cascades are completed, additional
continq•ncy dump components are installedd and made operational in the prmoass ser;ices
corridor to support inc.remental plant start up and expansio.

Ther is no accident sequence or IROFS directly associated with the Contingency DUMP

12.2.2.gGaseous Effluent Vent Systems (GEAIS)

The Gaseous Effluent Ventilation System (GEVS) is cons6tructed as two separate systems,
Pumped Ext~rac GEVS and CRDB GEVS. Pumped Extract GEVS ispraetyinstalled i
the .WF= Handling Area of SBM 1001 and is operational to support SOM 1001 operations. The
local extract ductwork that is use in the- SB is temporarily connected to the Pumped Extract
GEVS. B3ecaUse of this temporay cross6 connection, there are limitations to the local exIract

r .. ..... , +re s..niy.+.,.f ,,~ 4 +h .thne V ..... *A E the ..... h ,.... be naat,,onn t.kn
meal etr~at flexible4 htose Rant nin usea~ win'le wne% e to Aflmfl an k no Roa eknVnn He.. Rn enndsl,

FAIA -e\I Gkav ha6 tben .•valuteo d I i In GAn M 0, 2 ,and ha, .on 10. tn,
4 

\/ 4n to be aG 1et -bl

byat dnrmnsytem therenr *R 6 in n~it*G~maliWk. e. Wit wAr.,R *narbe hton RaM.andnitiGAn a6s ta,. 1

4lO s~n4;,n ~., .n'0.v. OF2 , -rwae .,,,4 "Iat ewnahm7• .aR F-r2 ofA pFJ l,.l. atle3d a
,ingle Paint eu.e) the D r,,U,,,h ,o. I. ,aiain d, Fat 46 ,- I tha- .I FC mR,,F, When enran

Extract the Vnti..n Wnthumf ,.J piping. the4.,4ien ilanu to GEVS hoIduo is nngle.
The following mneasures are in place to ensure adequate flow is provided at each local extract

.OnlY two local extract flexible hose stations are allowed to be open at any one time (IF thee
Ventil-ated Storage Room is online, THEN only one flexible hose station is, allowed to be in

*Configuration control is maintained by the Shift Manager and the use of caution tags on the
local extract flexible hose station isolation valves.

~All GEVS accident sequences (CL3 1, CL=3 2, CL=3 3, VR1 1, VR1 2, VR 2 2, and FF=25 2) an~d
arssociated IROFSg (IROFS20, 21, 24a ,andt 24b, and 37) are for CRDB operations and therefoee
not applicable to Production Phase l a and l b.

Acc-iden-t sequenco LOSS OF SAFE BY DESIGN ATTRIBUTE is applicable for the pumped
E W ract- GE9V S.
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1.0 Production Phases la and lb

There is no accident seguenco or IROFS directly associated with the local extrat funcGtion of the
GRDB@ GEVS.

112.2.2.9Matrial Handling PrOcesec

1 2.2.2.9.1 Cylinder Receipt and S hipping

Until the CRDB becomes available, cylinders are shipped, received, and transfered via a

The Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area proVide spa~e. fon-r the foing e11s

'Cylinder loading and unloading
Preparation for oveFpack'protectiVe structural packaging.

LBDCR-
11-0038

.eh.ic e Loading .an , U a ing are until th C to. and b .eom es opr•tg n.... a

1 2.2.2.9.2De6criptiOn;

CommercGial transport tractors are disconnected from the trailers carp; contafiners and connected
to LES yard tractors which comAply with 1RO FS36G (diersel fue! capacity loss6 than 280 L (714 gal)).
The yard tractor delivers UP, cylinders (i.e., full 48Y feed cylinders, and neW Or cleaned 3063
proaduct cylinders) to the Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area on the west side, south endo
SBM 1001. Cy!inders are unloaded with a gantF' crane. The gantr; crane lifts and transfers the
cylinder to the Fai! transporter that sits On rails that are extended outside the S1BM into the
N.4ehicle Loading and Unloading Area. Upon completion of receipt inspection, the rail trans6porter
mo]ves the cylinder inside the UF6 Handling Area. Cylinder-s are removed from the facility in the
6ane fashion.

1122.22.2.9.3Fq u ip rne nt

The following equipment is used Fo cylinder handling on the West Side S1BM 1001 receip
pltfF7,

A.ehicle Loading and Unloading Are-a

The Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area i6 1ocated adjacent to the werst side SBM 1001-
equipment hatch. This pFovidec a- sa;_fe metho of transfaer from the vehicde traier tori
transpor-ter located on the platform.,

ce~ident sequence FF7- 1 and associated IRQFS36c is applicable to the LES yard tractor at the
Vehicle Loading and Unloading Area.

13Gant-yGeane
A dedicated gat~ crane is usbed- to handle oyide- n the vehicle loain and ul arigaea.
The crane spans the width of the loading platformn to accGess vehicle trailers and the ri
transporter. The hois-t hasG a Mmaxmum lift of approximnately 6.1 mn (20 ft). Crane specifications
are asfb I4follows

*Span 11.3 Fm(37 A)
@Capacity 20 MT- (414,100-Ib)71

LBDCR-
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1.0 Production Phases la and lb

mOH~6t4lift height
oHoist lift speed

Tr-avel length
oBridge travel speed (VFD)

A. -1 P20-Nfi\

3 min (1.5 m/min (10 ftlmin & 1.6

7.9m 26 A)
19.8 mlm;i• (65 f/min)

Direct C-rrent DIsk

M m i n i

0t*raKe rep

-- ! ..... :,LI-- At--J. -.I ...........

inero' is o aGcIaent 60Qeiuec2 OF :Pqr~ur 9!retIV abbOGIEaiou W14n Me czanmrV Grane.

Inventory Weighing is performed using a tempora.. scale in the UF.. Handling Area of S
1001. The scale is identical to the sa.les described in ISA Summa" § 3.4.11.1.2 C. Each
cylinder that eAte-rs 9r exits the,1 UF6 Handling Area is weighed. A weigh scale capable of
.weighing a lead of 17 MT (3-7,50-0 Ib) and capable Of accepting a load of 20 MT- (44,100 Ib) is
installed. The scale i* .aal of IWeighing to a toerance of ±2.5 kg (±5.5 Ib). The scale has
reader and printout facilities.

There is no accident sequence Or IROFS directly associated with the weigh scales.

rD.PoWered Vehicles and Rail Tr'ansperfter

LES yard tractors that comply with IROFS36c (diesel fuel capacity less than 280 L) are utizd
to deliver the vehihcle traie on, taining cylindem to the Vehicle LeadiAnd Unloading Area.
The ga•t• r,'cane lifts and transfers the cYlindAedr t thAe rail tranSporter that sits ORn rail' eXt•ded
outside the SERR into the Vehicle Loading and Unleading Area. Gn completion of receip
inspec~tion, the rail tranSPOrter retrieve6 the cylinder for USe. Cylinders are removeedfrom the
facility in the same fashion.

.,.nidaent sequence FF7 1 and associated ,ROFS36- is applicable to the LES "ard tractors a
the Vehicle Loading and Unleading Area.

There is no accGident sequence Or IROFS directly aissociated with the Rail TrFansporr

12.2.2.9..Storage

Arl, feedr ;• purification....... , operation *,,.•.......available op,............. and t. statios that are not in t . fTo
enrichment can be used for 18Y cylinder storage (Feed, empty Or full Tails, Or test weight).
All Producst and Blending System Stations not inI use for enrFichmen~t operations ran be used
f4or 30B cyl*inder storage.

B3.A SWitch process, is used to maximize storage in the stations during phased operations.
When a product cylinder IS filled, the press wil! shift to the standby.product Station. The
~ful product cylinder may be switched with an ept proqductcylinder being stored in a
Blending System DonrG Or Receiver Station. The full proDduct cYlinder will be stored in; the
now empty Blending System DOnor Or Receiver station that previously contained the empty
product cylindeF. When available BlendingSystem DGono Or Receiver stations may contain
full productrcylinders, additional filledproduct cylinder-s will simply remain in their respectivwe

Prduct LTTS for storage. This sWitching process, is also used for feed and tails cylinders.
As the feed cylinder empties, the process, will shift to the standby feed station. The emppty
feed cylinder- is then sAwitc~hed_ With -a full1 feed cylinder from a Tails or Feed Purification. L-TTS.
Additer.nal "',e' '"* Y,,,,;,,r , ha be rarl, ;,, i ,V'G)eFl... •a,.L., and .lage.. n an .,n'r"'A

Saey n .yi Report . 12.... y. . . 7-12... ... 31....v....
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1.0

areas withI -in the UF6 Handlin- Area u1sling a pallet jack. The empty feed cylin~der is installed
inte the now empty Tails OF Feed Purifcation LTTS that preViously contained the full feed
cylinder. This switching of cylinders will allow approximately 3 mRonths Of op~eration; before
additional storage space is required.

G.ln; the event that additional r:torage is, required, filled tails cY~inders may be shipped of site to
a licen~sed facility. When additional storage Gapabilities are established, these cylinde~rs
may be shipped back to the site.

Accident seauences Ui 1.UF 1.PT1.P22TT1.P1.PB1.B22an i2a

LBDCR-
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11-0038

i

iated IROFS, 2, 4, 5, and 16a are applicable.

• A A At il•iim i
112.2.Wflky and buppo t iysetm wanmnTOT flCC 112Or Produtn Phnase Ila and Ilb
A A X A X1.E.3.LetrIuA I.oo!n !:Ter MM"aTe QPM, WS- - -- - I - -- -- ý - - - - -1

The Gent~ifuge Cooling Water (CCWM System is operational with the eXception of the coolFig
water towers. The cooling water towers are bypassed and heat removal is pe~faFmed by the
CW hea Ger ,ooled by the GO chiller units. This arrangement supports all operable
cascades for Production Phase 1!a and 413b.

T-here is no accident sequence Or lRORS directly associated with COWS.

4 2.2.3.2Rescr"-d

12.2.3.3Solid Waste Cl!!ection System

The Solid Waste CollecGtion System is, not operational. Solid wastes Will either be stored on site
using pprprate chemical, radiological, and criticality safety cOntrols until the Solid Waste

,-II•o ; et Room is•, cmpleted OFr hipped off site to a roessin facility f.r treatment ando•-

disposal at a licensed facilit.

Because the Solid Waste Collcgtin R9om is nAM completed, accident sequence-• SVi1 1 and
SVVi 2 and associated IROF=S14;a anRd IROF=814b are not applicable to this system.

12.2.3.4Decontamination W.,khp

The Decontamination Workshop is not operational. Contamninated equipm~ent is stored in
aecordanco with appropriate chemical, radiological, and criticality saf*t controls until the
Decontamina-tien Workshop is completed or shipped off site to a p"roesing facility for treatment

and~or dirsposal at a licensed facility.

Be•aus the Decontamination Workhop i-s nt comp-eted, accident sequence LOSS OF
SAFE BY DrESIhlG ATTRIBUTE is not applicable to this rFom.

12.2.3.'PFPE Oil D,1 Roc y System

The PFP12E Oil Recover' System is not operational; however, the system has n oimpact on an"

safety aspect of facility operation. PF=PE oil will either be appropriately stored on site until th
systemA is operational Or disposed of at a certified disposal facility.
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12.1 FACILITY DIFFERENCES FOR INITIAL PLANT OPERATIONS (IPO)

Because the PFPE- Oil Recovery Systemn is not comnpleted, accGident sequencGes FRI I, FRi-2,
FR2 I, anid FR2 2 and associated !ROF6I4a and 14b and accGident 6equence LOSS OF
SAFE BY DESIGN ATTRIBUTE are n.t applicable to this system.

I 2.2.3.6Ventmiated Room

The Ventilated Roomn is not operationial. A Ventilated Storage Roomn has been constructed i
the-UWF. Handling Area in SBMA 1001 for limsited storage. This room is connec-ted to the Pum~ped
E~xtract GEVS. The roomn is used for storage only; nprocssn of equipmnent or mnateria!s i
conducted. Although a leaking valve oni a cyline cotanig UFr. is not expected, if one is
identified, the potential leakage• s stopped in one of three ways depending on the nature of the

damnage. The valve is rapped, the valve stemn is tightened Or the packingq gland is tightened and
the cylinder stored in an appropriate (feed Or product) station unti! repairs can be coniductedo
the cylinder can be returned to the vendor.

T-ransifional accident sequences TVRI 1, TYIRI 2, and P.1141 3 have been identified that rFur

;,m ni;,4 + , .-,.+ n;• Ir,•L, %r,, 4 A• •+,.,.J,. 4,. A1 n ,-,,j +I,,-,•, a ,,, L,, ' ,4,,•n -;,, , '. + .• i+, A• -J+,
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irimpwme eiTWui 01 UXIBUR91 Imr-jr-iij aIu -14, arid ijROFS3, 3-1b, anu JG. bee l
Summrary Tables 4 4, Trans~itional AGcident Sequence and Risk index, and 4 5, T-ransitional
Accident Sequence DescriptiGAG.

12.2.3.7-Chemical Laborator

The Chemnical Laboratory is net operational. instead, samnples are collected and shipped to"
~ertified testing facility for analysis-.

Because the Chemnical Laboratory is not cOmnpleted, accident sequences CL3 1, CL3 2, and
CL3 3 and associated IRGFS24b, 13, and 16 and LOSS OF SAFE BY DESIGN AUTRIBUTE6
are not applicable to this roomn.

I 2.2.4Safety Significanco

Secation 12.0 of the Safety Analysis Report has been initially established as an adMiniStratiVe
change to describe the Phased Operation concept. There is no safety significance because
nonie of the identified changes will be finalized and imple.men-ted un'til reviewed and approved i
acGordancre with the LES confguration mranagemnent program as descr.ibed in § 11.1,
Managemrenit Measures. Pursuarit to 10 CF-R 70.7-2, LES has established a systemn to evaluate,
imrplemnent, and track each change to the site, structures, proaesses, systems, equipment-,
components, computer programs, and activities of personnel. Configuration mnanagemnent of
IROFrS-, and any iesthat are essential tomay affect the func~tioni of IROFS, is applied to all
items idniie ihinthe sc i f the IROFS boundary. All changes to structures, systems-,

equimen, coponnts, and activities of personnel within the idenitified IROFS bou ndary are
evaluated before the change is implemented. if the change requires an amendmnent to h
License, Nuclear Regulatory Commissio app)roval is Freived prior toimlenao.

All proposed cahanges described in Section; 12.0 are tr-acked and evaluated per the LE
configuration mranagement program prior to mlmnain As the changes are processed,
Section 12.0 will be revised to incorporate changes to the facility, procaesses, and programAs.
S-ection- 12.0 docum~ents all Site changes facilitated as a reSUlt of the Phased Operato
appreaGW,
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1.0 Production Phase 2

1-2.3Prd'-ctiGn Phaso 2

F~unctions esuppor-ing Gample analysis, wet and d~y low level wacte collection and treatment, adLBDCR-
radioactfive decontamination and mnaintenance of plant equipment are available. Additional 11-0038
c~arscades and support equipment are added to inrGease production, but the plant is fully capable
Of carring out con~tinuou6 commercial production.
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1.0 Production Phase 3

12.4Production Phase 3

Gaccade modules in Cascade Hal! 1002 are started Up incrementally as needed to support
continued plant expansion. This increm~ental start UP cOntinIu9s Unti Cascade Halls, 1001an
1002 are fully operational.
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1.0 Production Phase 4

12.6Predursfion Phasecl

Construction Of remaining SBMS is, completed and cascade modules started up icoetlya
needed to support final plant expansion;. This inr~aemental start up continues, unt~i all Cascade
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